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ARCHITECTURE TAILORING SYSTEM

RELATEDAPPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent
Application Ser. No. 61/137,592, entitled “ARCHITEC-
TURE BUSINESS TAILORINGTOOL,”whichwas filed on
Jul. 31, 2008.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

This disclosure generally relates to architecture design
tools, and more particularly to converting architectures to
different types ofarchitecture definitions.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

Architectures represent systems and may be used to visu-
alize the core aspects ofthe system or categorize elements of
the systems according to their interactions with one another.
The Department of Defense Architecture framework
(DoDAF) has been established to provide a common frame-
work for systems used by the United States Department of
Defense (DoD). The DoDAF defines a common taxonomy
and ontology that may be used to describe elements of the
system and the rules regarding use of the elements and their
relationships with one another. Accordingly, architectures
generated according to the DoDAF may be readily shared
among organizations that use DoDAF.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

According to one embodiment, an architecture tailoring
system includes an architecture tailoring tool coupled to mul-
tiple architecture tools that each generates architectures
accordingto theirnative architecturedefinitions.Architecture
tailoring tool receives an architecture from an architecture
tool generated according to its native architecture definition
and converts at least a portion ofthe architecture to conform
a different architecture definition.The convertedportionmay
thenbe exportedto anotherarchitecturetool that is configured
to manipulate the converted portion of the architecture
according to its native architecture definition.

Some embodiments ofthe disclosure may provide numer-
ous technical advantages. For example, one embodiment of
the architecture tailoring systemmay provide re-use ofarchi-
tectures generated according to a particular architecture defi-
nition. Architectures generated according to a particular
architecture definition may include relatively detailed infor-
mation about its constituent artifacts that may be useful for
other types of architecture tools. The architecture tailoring
system according to the teachings of the present disclosure
provides a technique for converting some or all of these
artifacts such that useful information associatedwith the arti-
facts may be selectively transferred to another architecture
tool.

Someembodimentsmay benefit from some, none, or all of
these advantages. Other technical advantages may be readily
ascertained by one ofordinary skill in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of embodiments of the
disclosure will be apparent from the detailed description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in
which:
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2
FIG. 1 is a diagram showing one embodiment ofan archi-

tecture tailoring system according to the teachings of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is an example screenshot showing one embodiment
ofan architecture selectionwindow that may be displayedby
the architecture tailoring tool of FIG. 1 on its user interface;

FIG. 3 is an example screenshot showing one embodiment
of a processing window that may be displayed by the archi-
tecture tailoring tool ofFIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is an example screenshot showing one embodiment
of an artifact definition window that may be displayed by
architecture tailoring tool of FIG. 1;

FIG. 5A is a functional flow diagram showing one embodi-
ment of a process for converting an architecture conforming
to one architectural specification to another architecture con-
forming to a different architecture definition that may be
performed by the architecture tailoring tool of FIG. 1; and

FIG. 5B is a functional flow diagram showing one embodi-
ment ofa process for importing the architecture to a destina-
tion architecture tool that may be performed by the architec-
ture tailoring tool of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE
EMBODIMENTS

Architecture frameworks, such as the Department of
Defense architecture framework (DoDAF), federal enterprise
architecture framework (FEAF), treasury enterprise architec-
ture framework (TEAF), the open group architecture frame-
work (TOGAF), ZachmannFramework, Ministry ofDefense
Architecture Framework (MoDAF), are used in defense and
commercial market places. The DoDAF, for example, has
been developed by the Department of Defense (DoD) to
enhance interoperability and communication among various
organizations. For example, the DoDAF may be used to gen-
erate an architecture describing actions that may be used by
military personnel in response to threats from enemy com-
batants. The architecture may include artifacts representing
specific types of equipment used by the military personnel.
Types ofartifacts may include armament, surveillance equip-
ment, or other devices that may used to perform the modeled
actions.

Various computer-implementedtools have been developed
to generate architectures according to the DoDAF. Known
implementations of these tools, however, may not provide
sufficientmapping ofarchitectures to otherarchitectures gen-
erated according to differing types ofarchitecture definitions.

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing one embodiment ofan archi-
tecture tailoring system 10 according to the teachings of the
present disclosure.Architecture tailoring system 10 includes
a computing system 12 that is coupled to a user interface 14
and one ormore architecture tools 16 that generate architec-
tures 18according to different architecture definitions.Archi-
tecture tailoring system 10 also includes a mass storage
device 20 for storing architectures 18.Architecture tailoring
tool 22 includes instructions stored in a memory 26 and
executed by a processor 28 of computing system 12.

Architectures 18may each be associated with a particular
architecture definition. The architecture definition describes
the architecture framework of the architecture 18 and
includes a particular structure of data used by its associated
architecture tool 16. The architecture definition may also
include the formatting of data exported from its associated
architecture tool 16 or imported into its associated architec-
ture tool 16.

Computing system 12 executes an architecture tailoring
tool 22 that imports an architecture 18 generated by one
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architecture tool 16 according to a source architecture defi-
nition andmaps at least a portion ofthe imported architecture
18 to another architecture 18 formatted according to a desti-
nation architecture definition. The converted architecture 18
may then be stored in mass storage device 20 of computing
system 12 and/or exported to another suitable architecture
tool 16 that is configured to read and manipulate the archi-
tecture according to the destination architecture definition.

Architecture tools 16may include any suitable computer-
implemented tool that generates architectures according to an
architecture definition, such as the DoDAF, an architecture
data model (CADM), or anAgent Systems Reference Model
(ASRM). An architecture definition including a software
modeling language, may be used to generate executable soft-
ware. Architecture definitions of this type may include a
unified modeling language (UML), an object role modeling
(ORM) language, and a systemsmodeling language (sysML)
software modeling language.

Certain embodiments ofarchitecture tailoring tool 22may
provide an advantage over known architecture tools in that
details ofarchitectures 18generated according to a particular
architecture definition may be converted to a different archi-
tecture definition for use by other architecture tools 16. For
example, a particular architecture 18may be generated by an
architecture tool 16 according to an architecture definition
including the DoDAF. Architecture tailoring tool 22, may
map artifacts of the source architecture 18 to those of a des-
tination architecture 18 such that the destination architecture
18may be imported into a suitable architecture tool 16.

Computing system 12 may be of any suitable type. For
example, computing system 12 may be a network coupled
computing system or a stand-alone computing system. A
network computing system may be a number of computers
coupled together via a network, such as a local area network
(LAN), a metropolitan area network (MAN), a wide area
network (WAN), or an enterprise network. A stand-alone
computing system may be any suitable computing system,
such as a personal computer, laptop computer, ormainframe
computer capable of executing instructions necessary to
implement architecture tailoring tool 22.

User interface 14 displays artifacts of architectures 18 for
view by a user. User interface 14may include an user output
device such as a cathoderay tube (CRT), liquid crystal display
(LCD), or a plasma display panel (PDP) that provides visual
information. User interface 14 may also include a keyboard,
mouse, consolebutton, or other similar type user input device
for providing user input to the architecture tailoring tool 22.

FIG. 2 is an example screenshot showing one embodiment
ofan architecture selectionwindow 30 that may be displayed
by architecture tailoring tool 22ofFIG. 1onuser interface 14.
Architecture selectionwindow 30 includes a source architec-
ture selection portion 32, a destination architecture selection
portion 34, and several control buttons 36. Architecture tai-
loring tool 22 displays titles of existing architectures 18
stored inmass storage device 20 in source architecture selec-
tion portion 32 and destination architecture selection portion
34.

Control buttons 36 include a “create new architecture”
button 3611, a “remove architecture” button 36b, a “process”
button 360, an “exit” button 36d, and a “customize architec-
ture tool” button 36e. “Remove architecture” button 36b
causes architecture tailoring tool 22 to remove a particular
architecture 18 that has been selected in the source architec-
ture selectionportion 32 or the destination architecture selec-
tion portion 34. Selecting “exit”button 36d causes execution
of architecture tailoring tool 22 to terminate.
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4
Selecting “create new architecture” button 3611 causes

architecturetailoring tool 22 to generateanew architecture 18
that may be associated with a particular tool customization
file 90 (FIG. 5A) stored in memory 26. In one embodiment,
tool customization file 90 includes anumber ofcustom archi-
tecture definitions defining how artifacts will be generated in
the new architecture 18. For example, a new architecture 18
may be generated according to the DoDAF architecture
framework using a particular type of architecture tool 16
using “create new architecture” button 3611. Upon its selec-
tion, architecture tailoring tool 22 generates a blank architec-
ture 18 suitable for use by the particular architecture tool 16
and extracts attributes from tool customization files 90 that
will be used for subsequent artifacts generated in the blank
architecture 18.

FIG. 3 is an example screenshot showing one embodiment
ofprocessing window 40 that may be displayed by architec-
ture tailoring tool 22 on user interface 14 in response to
selection of “process” button 360. Processing window 40
includes a product type window portion 42, a destination
artifacts summary window portion 44, a source architecture
window portion 46, a destination architecture window por-
tion 48, several control buttons 50, and a selectionbutton 53.

Source architecture window portion 46 displays the vari-
ous artifacts 52 of the source architecture 18 selected in
source architecture portion 32 (FIG. 2) in a hierarchal format
and is each associatedwith a selectionbox 49.As an example
inwhich the architecture 18respresents anarmoredpersonnel
carrier, artifacts 52 of architecture 18may represent its con-
stituent elements, such as its drive train, armament, and/or
control circuitry,maintenanceprocedures, or other documen-
tation associated with development and construction of the
armored personnel carrier.

Destination window portion 48 displays the various arti-
facts 52 ofdestination architecture 18 selected in destination
architecture portion 34 (FIG. 2) in a hierarchal format. Arti-
facts 52 of the source architecture 18 represent particular
components of source architecture 18.Artifacts 52 displayed
in the destination architecture window portion 48 are those
artifacts 52 and/or other components selectedby actuation of
selection button 53. Once articfacts 52 in source architecture
18 are selected via selection boxes 49, actuation of selection
buttion 53 causes architecture tailoring tool 22 to display the
selected artifacts 52 from the source architecture window
portion 46 in the destination architecturewindow portion 48.

Control buttons 50 include an “exit” button 5011, an “to
architecture selection”button 50b, a “delete selection”button
500, a “definenew artifact”button 50d, and a “save displayed
artifact” button 50e. Selecting “exit” button 50a causes
execution of architecture tailoring tool 22 to terminate.
Selecting“architecture selection”button 50bcauses architec-
ture tailoring tool 22to display architecture selectionwindow
30 (FIG. 2). Selecting “delete selection” button 500 causes
architecture tailoring tool 22 to delete those artifacts 52 that
have been selected in destination artifactswindow portion 48.
Thus, some, none, or all ofthe available artifacts 52 in source
architecturewindow portion 46 may be configured for re-use
or conversion by architecture tailoring tool 22. Selecting
“save displayed artifact” button 50e causes architecture tai-
loring tool 22 to load the selected artifacts of source architec-
ture 18 to destination architecture 18.

Product type window portion 42 includes several radio
buttons 54 corresponding to various artifacts 52 stored in
source architecture 18. Selecting a particular radio button 54
causes architecture tailoring tool 22 display its associated
artifacts(s) 52 in source architecture window portion 46.
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Using radio buttons 54, some, none, or all elements of source
architecture 18 may be configured by the user to be loaded
and/or convertedto the destination architecture 18.As shown,
the “OV-2” radio button 54 is selected, thus the OV-2 artifact
52 and its associated artifacts 52 are displayed in source
architecture window portion 46. Source architecture window
portion 46 includes amenu-selectable list ofartifact types that
are resident in the existingarchitectures available from source
architecture window portion 32 (FIG. 2). In the particular
example screenshot shown, destination architecture window
portion displays two artifact types into which the selected
element of source architecture 18 may be loaded to the des-
tination architecture 18 for re-use or converted into a speci-
fied format to be used by an architecture tool 16 that differs
from the one generated by the source architecture 18.

FIG. 4 is a screenshot showing one embodiment of an
artifact definitionwindow 60 that may be displayedby archi-
tecture tailoring tool 22 on user interface 14.Artifact defini-
tion window 60 may be displayed by architecture tailoring
tool 22 in response to actuating “define new artifact” button
50d. Artifact definition window 60 includes an architecture
origination portion 62, an execution window portion 64, a
graphics location window portion 66, a storagewindow por-
tion 68, a results window portion 70, and an HTML window
portion 72.

Architecture origination portion 62 includes a context
menu 74 that may be used to select the type of architecture
tool 16 fromwhich the architecture 18 originated. Execution
window portion 64 includes a “load HTML” button 76, a
“process” button 78, and a “architecture identification” field
80. Selecting “load HTML” button 76 causes architecture
tailoring tool 22to load the received architecture 18inHTML
window portion 72. Selecting “process” button 78 causes
architecture tailoring tool 22 to generate artifacts from the
architecture 18in extensiblemarkup language OiML) format
and display the generated artifacts in results window portion
70.

Artifact definitionwindow 60maybeusedto recover infor-
mation from artifacts 52 of architecture models 18 structure
according to a hypertext markup language (HTML) format
and/or an extensible markup language OiML) format and
convert them to be structured according to an XML format
suitable for use by destination architecture tool 16. In a par-
ticular embodiment, sourcearchitecture tool 16is a SYSTEM
ARCHITECTTM executable software application available
from International Business Machines, Incorporated (IBM),
located in Endicott, NY. The SYSTEM ARCHITECTTM
executable software exports generated architectures in sev-
eral differing protocols, including a HTML format. Using an
architecture 18 having a HTML format, artifact definition
window 60 associates artifacts to one another in relation to
their general proximity in HTML window portion 72. For
example, artifacts 52 as shownmay have a particular relation
to one another according to their relative location in HTML
window portion 72.Architecture tailoring tool 22 assigns this
relation among the various artifacts 52 according to their
relative location to one another.

In one embodiment, architecture tailoring tool 22 includes
a graphics location window portion 84 that enables modifi-
cation of a particular selection region 84 on HTML window
portion 72. Selection region 84 may be adjusted on user
interface 14 to encompass some, none, or all artifacts 52
displayed on user interface 14. By modifying the selection
region 84, architecture tailoring tool 22 may be instructed to
assign relationships among neighboring artifacts 52 accord-
ing to limits specified by selection region 84.
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6
Storage window portion 68 includes a “store selected

entity” button 86 that may be actuated to store the converted
artifacts 52 and return operation to the processing window 40
as shown and described with respect to FIG. 3.

Modifications, additions, or omissions may be made to
architecture tailoring system 10 without departing from the
scope of the disclosure. The components of architecture tai-
loring system 10 may be integrated or separated. For
example, one ormore architecture tools 16 may be executed
on the same computing system 12 as architecture tailoring
tool 22 or may be executed individually on another comput-
ing system.Moreover, the operations ofarchitecture tailoring
system 10may be performed by more, fewer, or other com-
ponents. For example, architecture tailoring tool 22 may
include otherwindows that provide additional customization
ofartifacts 52 received from architecture tools 16.Addition-
ally, operations of architecture tailoring tool 22 may be per-
formed using any suitable logic comprising software, hard-
ware, and/or other logic. As used in this document, “each”
refers to eachmember ofa set or eachmember ofa subset of
a set.

FIG. 5A is a functional flow diagram showing one embodi-
ment ofa process for converting an architecture 18generated
by a source architecture tool 16 to another architecture 18
conforming to a different architecture definition. In the par-
ticular embodiment shown,mass storagedevice 20 includes a
local repository 20a for temporary storage ofarchitecture 18
from source architecture tool 16 and a remote repository 20b
for relatively long term storage ofmultiple architectures 18.

In one embodiment, architecture tailoring tool 22 may
import elements such as graphic images and automatically
modify tool customization file 90 to create an artifact 52
including the imported element. For example, an artifact 52
representing a military tank may be created by importing a
graphic image representing a military tank into architecture
tailoring tool 22.Archtecture tailoring tool 22may then gen-
erate metadata associated with the graphic image according
to the architecture format of architecture tool 16 or other
information received from user interface 14. The metadata
may include tags or labels used by architecture tool 16 for
associating the generated artifact 52with other artifacts 52of
the architecture 18.

At step 100, source architecture tool 16 is used to generate
an architecture 18 according to its native architecture defini-
tion. In certain embodiments, source architecture tool 16 is
the SYSTEMARCHITECTTM executable software applica-
tion. SYSTEM ARCHITECTTM generates architectures 18
according to various architecture frameworks, such as the
DoDAF architecture framework.

At step 102, architecture tool 16 exports the generated
architecture 18and other associated files to a local repository
20a. The exported architecture 18may be structured accord-
ing to anHTMLformat oranXMLformat. In certainembodi-
ments, the other files may include graphics files 88 andoneor
more tool customization files 90. Tool customization files 90
includes custom architecture definitions defining one ormore
artifacts ofthe convertedportion ofthe source architecture. In
certain embodiments, tool customizationfiles 90may include
aUSERPROPS.txt file associatedwith each generated archi-
tecture 18.

At step 104, architecture tailoring tool 22 accesses the
generated architecture 18, associated graphics files 88, and
tool customization files 90 from local repository 20a. In one
embodiment, architecture tailoring tool 22receives the archi-
tecture 18 from architecture tool 16 in a HTML format.

At step 106, architecture tailoring tool 22 loads and/or
converts architecture 18 to another architecture 18. In one
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embodiment, architecture tailoring tool 22 creates the desti-
nation architecture 18 by either loading artifacts 52 to the
destination architecture or converting artifacts 52ofarchitec-
ture to a format suitable foruse by the destination architecture
tool 16.

TheXML format provides a structurewhereby the various
artifacts of the generated architecture 18 may be imported
into othertypes ofarchitecture tools 16in arelatively efiicient
manner. Architecture 18 may be converted to any suitable
architecturedefinition such as described abovewith respect to
FIG. 3.

At step 108, architecturetailoring tool 22extractsmetadata
from various artifacts and generates a metadata file 92 that
includes extracted metadata instances associated with the
various artifacts 52 of architecture 18. Metadata stored in
metadata file 92 may be useful for organizing and searching
for certain artifacts from among a number ofarchitectures 18
stored in remote repository 20b.

At step 110, architecture tailoring tool 22 stores the con-
verted architecture 18 in remote repository 20b. In certain
embodiments, remote repository 20b includesmultiple archi-
tectures 18 that have been generated and stored by architec-
ture tailoring tool 22accordingto steps 102through 110using
one or more differing types of architecture tools 16.

In one embodiment, the converted architecture 18may be
encapsulated in an architecture storage structure 94 that
includes the converted architecture 18 and its associated
architectureHTMLfile 93,metadata file 92, graphics files 88,
and tool customization files 90. Architecture HTML File 93
may be included to store information describing an overview
ofarchitecture 18.In certain embodiments, information asso-
ciated with the architecture 18 may be readily available for
use by architecture tailoring tool 22or other architecture tools
16when accessed forrefinement and/orconversion according
to a different type of architecture definition.

FIG. 5B is a functional flow diagram showing one embodi-
ment of a process for importing the architecture 18 to a
destination architecture tool 16. Remote repository 20b
includes multiple architectures 18 that have been generated
and stored as described above with respect to FIG. 4A.

In step 112, architecture tailoring tool 22 receives one or
more architectures 18 from remote repository 20b. In one
embodiment, architecture tailoring tool 22may receive mul-
tiple architectures 18 for use by destination architecture tool
16. For example, one particular architecture 18 may include
information associated a particular piece of armament and
another architecture 18 may include information associated
with a platform onto which this armament is to be mounted.
Thus, architecture tailoring tool 22 may provide re-use of
generated architectures 18 by providing a technique for
importing multiple architectures 18and combining them into
a single architecture 18 in some embodiments.

In step 114, architecture tailoring tool 22processes the one
ormore received architectures 18 such that the derived archi-
tecture is suitable for use by destination architecture tool 16.
That is, architecture tailoring tool 22 may convert the archi-
tecture 18accordingto an architecture definitionthat is native
to destination architecture tool 16. In one embodiment in
which multiple architectures 18 are received, architecture
tailoring tool 22may include a process for resolving naming
conflicts among the various artifacts 52 that may exist among
the multiple architectures 18 imported by architecture tailor-
ing tool 22. In another embodiment, architecture tailoring
tool 22may process the received architectures 18by tailoring
the tool customization files 90 associated with the architec-
ture 18.
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8
In step 116,architecture tailoring tool 22 stores the tailored

architecture 18 in local repository 20a, and architecture tool
16 imports architecture 18 and refines its architecture as
needed in step 118.

Modifications, additions, or omissionsmay be made to the
process described above without departing from the scope of
the disclosure. Themethodmay includemore, fewer, or other
acts. For example, architecture tailoring tool 22may generate
a “blank” architecture 18 in which no artifacts 52 exist and
store in mass storage device 20. The “blank” architecture 18
may includeoneormore tool customizationfiles 90 including
default values for artifacts 52 generated in the future. Using
this “blank” architecture 18, various personnel within an
organization may generate architectures 18using a common
set ofattributes for artifacts 52 in a manner that standardizes
the generation and use ofarchitectures by the organization.

Although the present invention has been described with
several embodiments, a myriad of changes, variations, alter-
ations, transformations, andmodifications may be suggested
to one skilled in the art, and it is intended that the present
invention encompass such changes, variations, alterations,
transformation, and modifications as they fall within the
scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1.An architecture tailoring system comprising:
an architecture tailoring tool comprising memory storing

instructions executable on a computing system, the
architecture tailoring tool coupled to a first architecture
tool operable to generate a first architecture according to
a first architecture definition and a second architecture
tool operable to generate a second architecture accord-
ing to a second architecture definition different from the
first architecture definition, the architecture tailoring
tool operable to:

import the first architecture from the first architecture tool;
convert at least a portion ofthe first architecture to conform

to the second architecture definition;
generate one or more customization files tailored to the

converted portion of the first architecture, wherein the
one or more customization files include custom archi-
tecture definitions defining one or more artifacts of the
converted portion of the first architecture; and

export the convertedportion ofthefirst architectureandthe
customization files to the second architecture tool.

2. The architecture tailoring system of claim 1, the first
architecture definition or the second architecture definition
comprising a software modeling language.

3.The architecture tailoring systemofclaim2, the software
modeling language comprising a unified modeling language
(UML) model.

4. The architecture tailoring system of claim 1, the archi-
tecture tailoring tool coupled to a mass storage device and
operable to:

store the converted portion of the first architecture in an
architecture storage structure in themass storagedevice,
the architecture storage structure including the one or
more customizationfiles, the one ormore customization
files providing one or more custom architecture defini-
tions defining one or more artifacts of the converted
portion of the first architecture.

5. The architecture tailoring system of claim 1, the archi-
tecture tailoring tool operable to convert the portion of the
first architecture from a hypertext markup language (HTML)
format to an extensible markup language OiML) format.

6. The architecture tailoring system of claim 1, the archi-
tecture tailoring tool operable to convert the portion of the
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first architecture from an XML format to the second archi-
tecture having the extensiblemarkup language XML format.

7. The architecture tailoring system of claim 1, the first
architecture comprising a plurality ofartifacts operable to be
displayed on a user interface, the architecture tailoring tool
operable to associate artifacts with one another according to
their relative proximity to each other on the user interface.

8. The architecture tailoring system of claim 1, the archi-
tecture tailoring tool further operable to convert the converted
portion ofthe first architectural model to conform to the first
architecture definition.

9. The architecture tailoring system of claim 1, the archi-
tecture tailoring tool coupled to a mass storage device and
operable to:

generate a blank architecture according to the first archi-
tecture definition or the second architecture definition,
the blank architecture being void of any artifacts and
associatedwith one ormore custom architecture defini-
tions operable to define the creation of one or more
artifacts in the blank architecture; and

store the blank architecture and the one or more custom
architecture definitionswithin the one ormore customi-
zation files upon the mass storage device.

10.The architecture tailoring system ofclaim 1,the archi-
tecture tailoring tool coupled to a mass storage device and
operable to:

generate a metadata file comprising one ormore metadata
instances corresponding to one or more artifacts of the
converted portion of the first architecture; and

store the converted portion ofthe first architecture and the
metadata file in an architecture storage structure in the
mass storage device.

11.A method comprising:
importing a first architecture from a first architecture tool,

the first architecture generated according to a first archi-
tecture definition;

converting at least a portion of the first architecture to
conform to a second architecture definition;

generating one or more customization files tailored to the
converted portion of the first architecture, wherein the
one or more customization files include custom archi-
tecture definitions defining one or more artifacts of the
converted portion of the first architecture; and

exporting the convertedportion ofthe first architecture to a
second architecture tool that is operable to manipulate
the converted portion ofthe first architecture according
to the second architecture definition.

12.Themethod ofclaim 10,the first architecture definition
or the second architecture definition comprising a software
modeling language.

13. The method of claim 11, the software modeling lan-
guage comprising a unified modeling language (UML)
model.

14. The method of claim 10, further comprising:
storing the converted portion ofthe first architecture in an

architecture storage structure in a mass storage device,
the architecture storage structure including the one or
more customizationfiles, the oneormore customization
files providing one or more custom architecture defini-
tions defining one or more artifacts of the converted
portion of the first architecture.

15. The method of claim 10, further comprising:
convertingthe portionofthe first architecture fromahyper-

text markup language (HTML) format to an extensible
markup language C(ML) format.
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16. The method ofclaim 10, further comprising:
convertingtheportionofthe first architecture froma exten-

sible markup language OiML) format to the second
architecture having the extensible markup language
OiML) format.

17. The method ofclaim 10, further comprising:
displaying aplurality ofartifacts ofthe first architecture on

a user interface; and
associating artifacts with one another according to their

relative proximity to each other on the user interface.
18. The method ofclaim 10, further comprising:
converting the converted portion of the first architectural

model to conform to the first architecture definition.
19. The method ofclaim 10, further comprising:
generating a blank architecture according to the first archi-

tecture definition or the second architecture definition,
the blank architecture being void of any artifacts and
associatedwith one ormore custom architecture defini-
tions operable to define the creation of one or more
artifacts in the blank architecture; and

storing the blank architecture and the one ormore custom
architecture definitionswithin the one ormore customi-
zation files upon a mass storage device.

20. The method ofclaim 10, further comprising:
generating a metadata file comprising one or more meta-

data instances corresponding to one ormore artifacts of
the converted portion of the first architecture; and

storing the converted portion of the first architecture and
the metadata file in an architecture storage structure in a
mass storage device.

21. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
including instructions which, when executed by a processor,
is operable to:

import a first architecture from a first architecture tool, the
first architecture generated according to a first architec-
ture definition;

convert at least a portion ofthe first architecture to conform
to a second architecture definition;

generate one or more customization files tailored to the
converted portion of the first architecture, wherein the
one or more customization files include custom archi-
tecture definitions defining one or more artifacts of the
converted portion of the first architecture; and

export the converted portion of the first architecture to a
second architecture tool that is operable to manipulate
the converted portion ofthe first architecture according
to the second architecture definition.

22.An architecture tailoring system comprising:
an architecture tailoring tool comprising memory storing

instructions executable on a computing system, the
architecture tailoring tool coupled to a first architecture
tool operable to generate a first architecture according to
a first architecture definition and a second architecture
tool operable to generate a second architecture accord-
ing to a second architecture definition different from the
first architecture definition, the architecture tailoring
tool operable to:

import the first architecture from the first architecture tool;
convert at least a portion ofthe first architecture to conform

to the second architecture definition; and
export the converted portion ofthe first architecture to the

second architecture tool;
wherein the first architecture definitionorthe secondarchi-

tecture definition includes an architecture framework
that is one of: a Department of Defense Architecture
Framework (DoDAF)architecture framework, a Federal
EnterpriseArchitecture Framework (FEAF), a Treasury
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Enterprise Architecture Framework (TEAF), a The
Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF), a
Zachmann Framework, or a Ministry ofDefenseArchi-
tecture Framework (MoDAF).

23.A method comprising:
importing a first architecture from a first architecture tool,

the first architecture generated according to a first archi-
tecture definition;

converting at least a portion of the first architecture to
conform to a second architecture definition; and

exporting the convertedportion ofthe first architecture to a
second architecture tool that is operable to manipulate
the converted portion ofthe first architecture according
to the second architecture definition;

wherein the first architecture definitionorthe secondarchi-
tecture definition includes one of: a Department of
DefenseArchitecture Framework (DoDAF) architecture
framework, a Federal Enterprise Architecture Frame-
work (FEAF), a Treasury Enterprise Architecture
Framework (TEAF), a The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF), a Zachmann Framework, or a
Ministry of Defense Architecture Framework
(MoDAF).
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